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I recently went into the field to try my hand at selling dual pricing. 
I greatly enjoy talking to merchants and walking into a business on I greatly enjoy talking to merchants and walking into a business on 
a cold call.  a cold call.  There is something so exciting about the experience - 
especially when I close the deal!

I recently posted pictures with my son, 
Donnie, as we installed some terminals 
(Valor Paytech devices, of course!)  We 
had a great time in the field.  I plan to 
share what I found interesting, and 
even surprising, about selling dual 
pricing versus selling cash discounting.

I reached out to Valor Paytech for this edition, because I couldn’t I reached out to Valor Paytech for this edition, because I couldn’t 
think of a better sponsor for this topic! think of a better sponsor for this topic!  Not only did I sell Valor 
terminals in the field, but the installation process was seamless.  I 
loved the merchant / consumer experience of dual pricing on the 
terminals.

** Please Note: ** Please Note:  I am not an attorney.  Nothing contained in this 
document should be considered legal advice.
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What is Dual Pricing?

For those accustomed to selling cash discounting, traditional 
pricing, or compliant surcharging, you may be wondering what dual 
pricing is.  

The concept is very simple.  We have all experienced true dual The concept is very simple.  We have all experienced true dual 
pricing at a fuel station that offers a cash price and a card price.  That pricing at a fuel station that offers a cash price and a card price.  That 
is dual pricing, two different prices.is dual pricing, two different prices.

This is different from non-cash 
adjustment and compliant 
surcharge programs.  There is no 
separate line item added to the cash 
price when a card is used.  Instead, 
there is a cash price and a card price.  
Only the total is listed for each.

The good news is that the economics are the same in terms of The good news is that the economics are the same in terms of 
residual income / margin. residual income / margin.  For a non-cash adjustment or compliant 
surcharge account, the cash price might be $100.  A separate line 
item of 4% (called a non-cash adjustment, service fee, or surcharge) 
is then added.  The total would then be $104.00 when the consumer 
uses a credit card.   `
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For dual-pricing, the customer or merchant would choose either For dual-pricing, the customer or merchant would choose either 
the cash price of $100 or the card price of $104 at the beginning of the cash price of $100 or the card price of $104 at the beginning of 
the process, usually before the receipt is printed.the process, usually before the receipt is printed.   Then, the receipt 
prints with only one price: “Cash Price: $100” or “Card Price: $104.”

EXAMPLE:EXAMPLE:  On the Valor terminals, 

This is generally done in one of two ways.  

At this point, the merchant or customer selects either Cash or Card, 
and a receipt prints.
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the merchant keys in the cash price.

the terminal displays both the cash and card price.

the terminal prompts the user to select one. 

The merchant turns the terminal to the consumer, asking for 
a choice of payment option.

The merchant verbally asks the method of payment and 
may provide two different prices. 

1.

2.



Where should the cash and card price be listed?  

In a recent Merchant Sales Insight, I did a deep dive into this and 
other compliance questions.  Make sure you read, “The Case for Dual 
Pricing.”  

At a high level, the cash / card price definitely should to be listed on 
the terminal screen or POS screen.   Beyond that, the answer to this Beyond that, the answer to this 
question depends on several factors, including state laws.question depends on several factors, including state laws.

Some people still argue that the 
cash and card price must be listed 
on the shelf or menu.  This argument 
does hold some validity in certain 
states.  However, in my opinion, 
showing it this way on the terminal 
and receipt, along with compliant 
signage, is a big step forward.
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Why the switch to dual pricing?  

Several large payment processors have offered dual pricing for a 
while with tremendous success.  I was watching and researching 
these programs with plans to create content.  Then Visa decided to 
show their teeth in a recent memo!  They called out the non-cash 
adjustment programs as non-compliant surcharging.  Thus, that 
seemed the right time to make a pivot.  Again, refer to “The Case 
for Dual Pricing” edition of the Merchant Sales Insight for more 
information on this point.

Initially, the paragraph above was my only rationale for going with 
dual pricing.  It was a program with identical economics as the non-
cash adjustment, without the compliance headaches.  Why Not?  
Surprisingly, I found many other reasons to offer dual pricing when 
I went into the field.  The following chapter will be an explanation of  
those reasons.
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I.  The Opening Pitch

Many of the elements of my old cash discounting pitch were still 
with me as I started in the field, but I quickly got rid of them!  In the 
past...

While I still like this approach, I quickly found a much better one.  
Almost everyone is familiar with dual pricing at fuel stations.  I have  I have 
found leveraging something familiar with a positive correlation to found leveraging something familiar with a positive correlation to 
what you are selling, is a good direction to explore.what you are selling, is a good direction to explore.
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I walked into the business,

Engaged in some small talk, 

Asked if the merchant was still paying processing fees or 
had eliminated them like most local businesses.



After a few trips into the field, I clearly understood how I should 
change my opening pitch.  Asking if the merchant has eliminated 
payment processing fees is often surprising, or worse.  Merchants 
have heard of surcharging / cash discounting and don’t like the idea.  
I decided to go in a familiar direction.

I started asking, “Have you ever visited a fuel station that had a cash I started asking, “Have you ever visited a fuel station that had a cash 
price and a card price?”price and a card price?”

Only one person so far couldn’t answer “yes.”  Then I say, “What many 
business owners don’t know is that this exact same set-up is now 
available to almost all business types after some recent changes.  I 
help business owners with the set-up.  Their current price becomes 
the cash price.  Then the point of sale system at the counter is used 
to create a card price just a tiny bit higher.  My company collects that 
small amount of extra revenue on each transaction to cover credit 
card processing fees, so you don’t pay anything.  Does that make 
sense?”

The response to this opening pitch has been great - much better The response to this opening pitch has been great - much better 
than my old cash discounting pitch! than my old cash discounting pitch!  Evidently the idea of the fuel 
stations is a familiar mental connection that makes most business 
owners feel more comfortable with the concept.  
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Try some variation of this pitch in your market and see how it works Try some variation of this pitch in your market and see how it works 
for you! for you!  I don’t say the paragraph above word-for-word.  Depending 
on the business owner’s personality and body language, I might ask, 
“Why do you think fuel stations do this?”  or, “How do you feel about 
this practice by fuel stations?  Do you support their right to charge a 
lower price for cash?”

Pro Tip: Pro Tip:  Bring a Valor terminal with 
you to the merchant’s location as 
a demo unit.  This can backfire if 
the merchant sees it before your 
opening, so leave it in the car.  After After 
the initial conversation, offer to show the initial conversation, offer to show 
what the terminal looks like with what the terminal looks like with 
dual pricing. dual pricing.  Demo how it would 
work for the merchant.  He/she 
will intuitively understand the dual 
pricing.
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The Objection

Anyone who has sold cash discounting or surcharging knows the 
objection you’ll hear is some version of, “My customers will be 
upset.” 

With dual pricing, you can use psychology to your advantage in With dual pricing, you can use psychology to your advantage in 
the opening to dramatically decrease the negative effect of this the opening to dramatically decrease the negative effect of this 
objection.  objection.  Use the fuel station example.  As you talk, reinforce the 
idea that this practice has been widely accepted for decades.  

Example: Example:  “Are you familiar with fuel stations offering a cash price 
and a card price?  They have been doing that for the last twenty 
years!”  Response: “Yes”  

“This practice of having two prices has been accepted by consumers 
for decades.  You can be sure that every single one of your 
customers has, at one time or another, paid the slightly higher card 
price at a fuel station, right?”
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I found that although the objection was still mentioned, it was 
phrased more like a question with this approach: 

When the objection surfaces, here are some tips I wish someone When the objection surfaces, here are some tips I wish someone 
would have told me a long time ago.would have told me a long time ago.

First of all, recognize this objection for what it is.  The merchant isn’t The merchant isn’t 
saying there’s concern about losing money or that customers will saying there’s concern about losing money or that customers will 
not shop anymore. not shop anymore.  Usually the objection is some version of, “My 
customers will be upset.”  In other words, the concern is customer 
experience.

Small business owners want their customers to have a great 
experience!  Rather than convincing merchants that consumers 
either won’t notice the fee or won’t care, try instead to convince 
them that this program is the best thing for their customers, that it is 
the fair thing to do.`

“How are my customers going to respond?”  That is 
actually a buyer sign and shows interest.  

“I don’t know about this; I’m afraid my customers will 
be upset.”  The “I don’t know about this,” means the 
merchant wants to do it but isn’t convinced yet.
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Here is how I do this using a price increase pitch.

“I’m sure there have been times when you had to implement price 
increases of some kind, right?”

“Now, let’s say your lease on your 
building or your payroll costs went 
up significantly, and you needed 
to raise prices to cover this cost.  
What is the best, most fair way to 
implement this increase?  Should 
you increase the price only on 
certain customers?  Or should 
the prices go up slightly across 
the board for everyone, because 
everyone’s experience is affected?”  

“What if your cost on one item went up significantly?  How would 
you handle that?”
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“The cost of accepting cards has gone up every year for a decade 
now.  Obviously, you are already passing this cost to your customer 
within your current prices.  However, I think the real question is, how 
should you pass this cost to your customers?  Is it fair that everyone 
should pay a little bit more because only some people are getting 
cash-back rewards?  Or should only those who get the rewards pay 
the slightly higher price?”

Experiment with this approach.  You will find it is very effective.
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Our Sponsor

Valor Paytech is by far my personal favorite terminal.  Selling them 
was easy.  On one sale, I set-up the virtual terminal and physical 
terminal so my new merchant could email or text invoices.  He loved 
this feature!

Valor supports dual pricing, as well as all the other various forms 
of passing the cost to the consumer.  They support non-cash 
adjustment and compliant surcharging.  All these options, including 
dual pricing, are available on all of their devices, as well as the virtual 
terminal providing a true omni-channel solution.

Contact:

Eric Bernstein
Sales@valorpaytech.com
800-615-8755
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www.getquantic.com

480 N Gulph Rd. Suite 106
King of Prussia 19406
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The payouts, products, and programs
you need to grow your portfolio.

Now is the time. Partner with North American Bancard, 
recently voted ISO of the Year for the second time by ETA.

Call 877.201.4833 or go to gonab.com.

Only North American Bancard gives you everything you need to sign more merchants and make more money. 

Reach new heights with  
our Peak Bonus Program.

Earn $600 Upfront Bonuses 
while enjoying 14x Profitability 
Multipliers, and $10,000 Bonus 
Caps with our industry-leading 
compensation program!

Give your merchants  
a competitive edge.

Our Edge Program (Cash 
Discount + Flat Rate Pricing) 
allows you to offer one low 
rate on every transaction while 
helping merchants make the 
same profit margins on credit 
and cash transactions. 

Sign low-maintenance,  
high-margin B2B merchants.

Board merchants on PayTrace, 
our preferred gateway for B2B 
ecommerce merchants, and 
Level-2 and -3 processing. All 
PayTrace deals are Peak Bonus-
eligible through Dec. 31, 2022!

Discover our Merchant 
Boarding API in our 
Developer Portal.

Pass through merchant 
information during the boarding 
process or maintain a separate 
relationship with your merchants 
and supplement our boarding 
process with your own.

Provide the all-in-one  
payments platform powering  
small businesses.

Payanywhere is NAB’s hardware 
and software solution allowing 
merchants in industries from retail 
to quick-serve to generate invoices 
and accept all payment types, 
including recurring payments, 
wherever and whenever.

Access our state-of-the-art  
Sales Partner Portal.

Enroll merchants, track 
your earnings, see real-time 
processing info, and more — 
all through one simple online 
interface.

©2022 North American Bancard, LLC (NAB). All rights reserved. NAB is a registered ISO of BMO Harris Bank N.A., Chicago, IL, Citizens 
Bank N.A., Providence, RI, The Bancorp Bank, Philadelphia, PA, and First Fresno Bank, Fresno, CA.







Payroc's innovative approach to 
compliant cash discounting.

Go Big with 
ConsumerChoice!

$400 for any new qualifying MID!

Introducing Valor PayTech 
enabled with ConsumerChoice!

Sell Like Never Before. Win With Payroc!

Payroc is leading the way with our consumer-driven 
dual price processing program. Learn how Consum-
erChoice will have you winning sales and increasing 
your revenue in 2022!

Visit us at www.payroc.com/go

Flexible connectivity options: 4G, Ether-
net and Wi-Fi

Desktop solution including a virtual 
terminal, gateway and merchant portal!

Rental and leasing options are available.

Payroc is a registered Independent Sales Organization (ISO) of Fifth Third Bank, N.A., Peoples Trust Company, Vancouver, Canada, and Wells Fargo Bank, N.A., Concord, CA.







REACH OUT FOR A 
FREE CONSOLE

MULTI-LOCATION 
FRANCHISE

MULTI-LOCATION 
CORPORATION

ENTERPRISE
 ACCOUNTS

 
MERCHANT ACCOUNTS
ON CASH DISCOUNTING

MONSTER

Dustin Wilkins
President at Dynamic Merchant 
Processing

CLOSE

O: 256-835-6001 x 702
M: 904-874-7714
dustin@dmprocessing.com
dmprocessing.com






